Sage Intelligence Go!

Privacy Policy

Your privacy is critically important to us. The privacy policy for the Sage Intelligence Go! App for Office is as stated below.

Sage Intelligence Go! Account Information

We don’t store or collect any of your private credential information on Intelligence Go! servers, it is only temporarily cached on a secure server while you are signed in to allow you to report off your company data. Only you have access to this secure cached data, Sage and its employees do not have access to this cache. Once you sign out of the Intelligence Go! app your information is cleared from the cache. If you are signed in and don’t use Sage Intelligence Go! for an extended period of time, you will automatically be logged out. Intelligence Go! does record the date and username only of users signing in for security purposes.

Website Visitors

Like most website operators, the Intelligence Go! app collects non-personally-identifying information of the sort that web browsers and servers typically make available, such as the browser type, language preference, referring site, and the date and time of each visitor request. The purpose in collecting non-personally identifying information is to better understand how visitors use the Intelligence Go! app.

Cookies

A cookie is a string of information that a website stores on a visitor’s computer, and that the visitor’s browser provides to the website each time the visitor returns. Intelligence Go! uses cookies to remember the last used username to speed up the sign in process only.

Privacy Policy Changes

Sage Intelligence Go! may change its Privacy Policy from time to time, and in Sage’s sole discretion. Sage encourages visitors to frequently check this page for any changes to its Privacy Policy. Your continued use of Intelligence Go! after any change in this Privacy Policy will constitute your acceptance of such change.
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